Welcome to the Swindon Quiz Hunt. Follow the directions and picture clues to answer the questions. This tour will lead you from the Central Library through town to Faringdon Park, round the outlet village and back into town. The full tour should take around two hours, but it can be split into two one-hour loops.
Follow the old canal on the pavement

Follow his eyes all the way through

Go under the car park

Go up the stairs and turn right

Be sure to cross the road safely, turn left at the bottom

Use the crossing and walk along the edge of the park to enter

What was this the blue print for?

What is the bird promoting?

How many locks were there?

Where does it start and end?

Short route: leave to the right. You could pick up from here another day. Continue from page 4.

Long route: leave to the left, past the sculpture

When was the centre opened?
Exit the park on the right

Go under the bridge

Continue around the edge

How many rifles?

Follow the track

How many H’s are in the arches?

How big was the biggest wheel?

Count the vowels

Go past this...

...and to the end

Pass the lanterns

How many tons does the wagon hold?

Walk along the trees

What happened in the building above this?

Follow the red path

Go through the subway

What are the initials on the gate?
What time does the hooter sound?

What type of business was once here?

What was the other Golden Lion?

What is at number 34 Faringdon Road?

Cross at the crossing

Continue to town

Congratulations!

Turn left, then down Emlyn Square and cross at the crossing to the Glue Pot.